
Discovery as a Service (DaaS)

Discovery Strategy
Establishing an overall discovery plan that is proportional to case needs

Data Collection and Preservation
Identifying data sources and managing data collection and preservation

Early Case Assessment
Data analysis and reduction to target relevant information and timeframes 

ESI Protocols and Support for Discovery Disputes
Assistance navigating ESI Protocols, search terms, and discovery disputes

Importing Data and Compiling Productions 
Comprehensive solution for importing data and compiling production exports

Review and Coding Setup
Configuring coding fields and seing up files for easy, customized review

Search and Organization
Applying search terms and organizing documents for review

Privilege Review
Assistance with privilege review and creating privilege logs

Document Review
Document review teams to manage large-scale document reviews 

Legal Research and Legal Writing
Aorneys that can assist with legal research, create and respond to 
discovery requests, and draft legal briefs, memos and more 

Deposition and Trial Preparation
Full deposition and trial preparation services 

eDiscovery Software and Services On Demand
Pay for what you need, when you need it. Our experienced 
team of litigators, data consultants, and project managers 
will handle the data collection, processing, hosting, and 
production tasks for your firm. You can rest easy with zero 
additional charges for user licenses or data hosting.*

                                                                                                                   (*Terms and conditions apply.)

Initial retainer against which we bill fees and expenses. 
Retainer is replenished as the engagement progresses.

480.520.8148

www.nextpointlawgroup.com

All services constituting the practice of law 
are provided by Nextpoint Law Group, a law 
firm regulated by the Arizona Rules of 
Professional Conduct.

Tech-Enabled, 
Data-Driven
Legal Services

Nextpoint Law Group is a law 
firm rooted in the Nextpoint 
professional services 
organization. Together with 
Nextpoint software, we deliver 
a comprehensive ediscovery 
solution powered by 
cuing-edge technology.

We assist with all day-to-day 
ediscovery and data-related 
tasks and other legal work as 
needed on the case. We 
provide a dedicated project 
manager to monitor deadlines, 
coordinate tasks and projects, 
and make sure your case is 
always moving forward. 

A TURNKEY 
DISCOVERY SOLUTION


